
Spelling Lesson 29 – Save Timber Woods  

half  Sentence: The glass is both half full and half empty. Definition: exactly or nearly fifty percent  

comb  Sentence: A fine-toothed comb will untangle your hair. Definition: toothed item for arranging hair  

mortgage  Sentence: He owned the house after paying the mortgage. Definition: repayment of money 
borrowed to buy property  

honor  Sentence: We honor soldiers who have fought for us. Definition: pay tribute to, acknowledge, respect  

fasten  Sentence: Please fasten the latch to lock the door. Definition: to fix or set securely  

kneel  Sentence: He'll kneel down when he proposes to her. Definition: to go down on one or both knees  

wreath  Sentence: I hung a round pine wreath on our door. Definition: a circular arrangement of foliage  

calm  Sentence: She will calm the crying baby by rocking him. Definition: to make quiet or relaxed  

answer  Sentence: Please answer me when I call you! Definition: to respond or reply  

handsome  Sentence: He is as handsome as his wife is beautiful. Definition: pleasing or attractive in 
appearance  

wrinkle  Sentence: I tried to iron a wrinkle out of my shirt. Definition: crease or fold  

listen  Sentence: She will listen to the radio Definition: to pay attention to sound  

fetch  Sentence: The dog will fetch the ball.  Definition: to go get something and bring it back  

yolk  Sentence: The yellow yolk gives the egg its taste. Definition: the yellow substance in the center of an egg 

climb  Sentence: The boy had to climb over the fence. Definition: to use hands and feet to get up, on or over 

honest  Sentence: An honest person always tells the truth. Definition: truthful  

knuckle  Sentence: A knuckle connects your finger to your hand. Definition: the flexible joints of the finger  

plumber  Sentence: We called a plumber to fix the broken sink. Definition: one who repairs or installs pipes or 
fixtures  

limb  Sentence: The bird built a nest out on a tree limb. Definition: a branching or projecting section  

folktale  Sentence: I remembered the old folktale my uncle told. Definition: a myth or story that has been 
handed down 


